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The Yoga of Eating is a practical and inspiring manual that offers original insights on the physical
and spiritual functions of sugar, fat, meat, and other food stuffs; This book attracts a higher
authority?your own body?and shows how to access and trust the wisdom your body has to offer.
fasting, dieting, processing, willpower, and the deeper concepts of self-nurture.
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THIS IS SIMPLY NOT Another Diet Book This is simply not a diet book. This is simply not a diet
reserve. Eisenstein talks about meals (and everything we ingest) and our romantic relationship
to it.I really like the gentle voice of this author. Within an easy and conversational style, he
discusses where our meals originates from, the processing of it, how it gets to us, how exactly
we prepare it (if we do) and how we eat it. He doesn't preach, he isn't condescending, and he's
willing to look at problems with respect to our food from every perspective in a non-judgmental
way. (He actually discusses judgment. He encourages you to love the body irrespective of
condition.e. I've ordered other books by him.Eisenstein spent a decade of dietary exploration
and came to the conclusion that outdoors authorities are limiting, and the true authorities are
our very own bodies. Don't bother. How do we make wise choices about what we consume? How
do we become more gentle with ourselves and less judgmental? The energy of fasting is
addressed with regards to some but not all. A body independent from a false image propagated
by the establishment.The Yoga exercise of Eating is completely different from any other book on
food you are likely to read. And, I do not believe that it is wise to also moderately consume the
bad fats and carbs. What amazing reminders. Then, going with what you find out about
yourself.To highlight one of these, we will examine the sweetness of our meals, something I
have particularly noticed in US foodstuffs (with the focus on 'stuff'). Most probably, be mild with
yourself, and become curious. It's about the very yogic idea of self discovery.As for glucose, the
message I acquired was, the sweeter you will be to yourself the less glucose you will crave.That
is far more than a book on diet and your relationship with food. Its yogic message of self-
acceptance resulting in acceptance of others is certainly timeless and freeing on many
amounts.Very readable, though not just one for those who prefer to skim, simply because you
will miss many small gems. Get it! One of my favorite books. I am in love with Charles
Eisenstein('s eloquence.) Avoid being thrown off by the name, this is the publication of
dismantling dieting mentality , making peace with and trusting your body and feeding on
instincts/intuition. It should actually be called the tao or tantra of consuming, I think "yoga
exercise of eating" makes people think, work or Oh no! some raw vegan modern diet, it's just the
opposite of this. This book is so interesting and wonderfully created. Definitely has provided me
a deeper appreciation/ awareness of food and eating. A must read for anyone who provides ever
dieted. The most important book on food you'll ever read When reading Charles Eisenstein's
Ascent of Humanity a couple weeks ago I was amazed at the depth and breadth of his
scholarship. I enjoyed the first part of the reserve. I appreciate the message of feeding on local
meals or humanely raised foods.However, while Ascent of Humanity is targeted on the complete
scope of existence, Yoga of Eating is exclusively about our attitudes and approaches to
food.Charles begins by stating that, "medical crisis engulfing today's world is a spiritual crisis,
and a precocious opportunity as well. Pain and disease in your body can illuminate what's
important in life." In fact it is that strategy which forms the foundation for his thesis. By hearing
our body whenever we eat and truly, wholly trusting it we are able to begin to find our actual
dietary needs. Contemporary western medical practice shows that our bodies are imperfect and
want discipline but as we have imposed more and more willpower the outcomes have been
continually diminishing.Just by practicing the occasional eating alone, attentive eating and focus
on breathing may we reunify with the sacred practice of consuming life by means of vegetation
and animals. Of training course, that implies you are constantly changing as well as your diet
may change, too. TCM) that is much more holistic compared to the western one. I’m sorry, killing
is killing and using animals as stuff at our disposal is certainly cruel speciesism.Essential to
practicing the Yoga exercise of Eating is understanding that our bodies are adapted perfectly to



the circumstances we have experienced. Four Stars Some interesting ideas One of the best
nutrition books out there (and I read a lot of them) It's hard to find such a non-dogmatic, open-
minded diet author want Charles Eisenstein. If God had been you, he'd do those same stuff. We
should embrace this knowledge of our perfect bodies. Different and worthwhile This is just like
a feast, it will take a while to digest, so read it slowly and invite its concepts to really sink in. By
effortlessly trusting ourselves, we will likely lose weight, eat much less and exercise more but
without the pain and struggle of diets and willpower. Eisenstein has on eating and the effects of
the food options we make. You won't emerge from the ultimate page the same. He gets to the
heart of the problem for any of us who eat other than because we're physically starving. When
we are great to ourselves we are able to embrace the abundance character provides and we can
relax into the switch the we most crucially desire. Amazing WOW. And furthermore, where are
these valuable animals in any case that are fed and killed correct? It's even more about how to
become fully individual, and since eating is usually a part of our every-day lifestyle, then food
becomes all important inside our search for integrity. He provides opened my eyes to a new way
of thinking and being in the world. About your connection to life. I have examine many many
books dealing with this topic and I've never read anything like this. It is a reserve about your
relationshipship to food, your body as well as your spirit. He will not tell us what to eat or not
really eat because every body is different, but rather to learn how exactly to trust our anatomies
without objectives, manipulation, control, stress and anxiety and beliefs. great book Wonderful
book! Read this book to calm yourself and increase balance in your life. I must say i enjoyed the
description of conscious feeding on and breathing in relation to dieting.) And although this is
not a diet book, he says the reader will lose weight if he or she practices the yoga exercise of
taking in. Eisenstein explores all of this and even more in this brilliant reserve that I'll refer to
again and again. I am in total agreement with the thought of eating alone. Unfortunately the
reserve is so incredible, weighing in at over 600 pages its plenty of to scare a lot of people off. I
sort of fell out of agreement with some concepts towards the finish. The Yoga exercises of
Eating is normally a focused piece of writing that takes all of Eisenstein's core philosophies of
separation from core humanity and presents in an easily accessible 160 pages. But, I'd like to
take a look at what the vegetarians who got the chronic illnesses were considering wise choices.
Fixing" my romantic relationship with meals is a journey I am functioning towards for awhile and
I cannot supply the credit to my trip to one book or person, but this publication definitely left
me with something to take into account. I think the problem is more keeping the sugars down.
There are no prescriptions nor proscriptions. I could go on but will stop there. If we look at the
globe around us, we must understand that if I were you, I'd do the same stuff you do. He's an
original thinker, philosopher even, who'll not fit right into a single mould, end up being it vegan,
low-carb, low-excess fat etc. He explores food from a different perspective, like learning to
recognize one's cravings that will often tell you more than the best diet experts. He also
understands a whole lot about eastern philosophy (i. He defines yoga exercise as a practice that
brings one into better wholeness. This sweetness could be a result of the ever increasing desire
to liberate from bland lives filled with illusory "choices" between Kmart and Walmart, CBS and
NBC, focusing on security above all else. How do we tune in to what our anatomies are telling
us? Blabady, blabady, blabady blather. The writer provides us some trite methods that are not
new. Then he talks throughout various problems from so many points of look at that it creates
the mind spin. Food for thought I purchased this book because I have, as much do, a inclination
to eat not due to hunger but due to my feelings. OMG, how he misinterprets and denigrates
those that believe that in 2018, people have a choice of killing or not killing to consume,



whereas the indigenous peoples did not. I suppose in the event that you lovingly kill a cow, pig
or chicken that you know or your best friend knows, after that it is an act in harmony with
character, maybe especially if it trotted around on refreshing grass beneath the sunshine on
your own organic farm. The sweetness is a glimpse of the fullness of our accurate existence. He
views vegans as holier then thou, rather than individuals who like and appreciate all of god’s
creatures and wish to respect and protect our lands. He properly sees factory farming as we
realize it as “hell.” But ripping into that flesh (that was probably our pet) until it bleeds all over
(albeit ‘humanely’) and swallowing it straight down the gullet is an OK think to do, in fact, if the
body demands it, all the better. I cannot say enough concerning this book. Five Stars Good Well
written and thought provoking We loved reading the duplicate I actually borrowed at the library
therefore much that I purchased my own duplicate! Doesn't happen frequently. I liked the
perspective Mr.Perhaps the Yoga of Eating will be as well irrational for many, and if the
approach Charles advocates can make you skeptical, concern yourself by scanning this book. It is
time for a call for true selfishness. And his take on veganism. Developing up in a household
where food has been treated as an incentive and where consuming is undoubtedly a mindless
act that may serve as proof as how great of worker a person was (my parents instill this notion
that if you ate all of your food--usually huge portions--and ate it quickly it intended you were
most likely a good employee) my romantic relationship with meals and eating in general is poor.
A lot of therefore called vegetarian meals is certainly junk. The chapters are short, but they give
you meals for thought. Thought it doesn't necessarily limit itself to your eating habits. I will read
this over and over. Author is very thoughtful and insightful.
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